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TWO   ERGODIC  THEOREMS  FOR   CONVEX  COMBINATIONS

OF  COMMUTING  ISOMETRIES1

-
S.   A.   McGRATH

Abstract. Let (A", &, //) be a measure space. In this paper we

obtain V estimates for the supremum of the Cesàro averages of

combinations of commuting isometries of L"(X, $■, n). In par-

ticular, we show that a convex combination of two invertible com-

muting isometries of L"(X, $■, /<), p fixed, K/><co, p¿¿2, admits

of adominated estimate with constantpKp— 1). We also show that a

convex combination of an arbitrary number of commuting positive

invertible isometries of L-(X, 9', /<) admits of a dominated estimate

with constant 2.

1. Introduction. Let (X, ¿F, p) be a cr-finite measure space and let T be

a linear operator mapping LV(X, IF, p) into W(X, Jr, p), p fixed, 1<

p< oo. If there exists a constant c>0 such that

f+Tf /+ Tf+ ■ ■ ■ + T""1/!"h f.- "dp ̂  cp ("i/r dp

for all/e L"(X, ßf, p), then we say that Fadmits of a dominated estimate

with constant c. If the norm of F does not exceed 1, then we say that Fis a

contraction. We say that Fis positive if it maps nonnegative functions to

nonnegative functions.

The purpose of this paper is to obtain dominated estimates for certain

convex combinations of commuting invertible isometries of L"(X, ¡F, p).

In [5, pp. 368-371], A. Ionescu Tulcea showed that if T is an invertible

isometry of LV(X, IP,p),p¿¿2, then it admits of adominated estimate with

constant p¡(p— 1). For the case/? = 2, she showed that a positive invertible

isometry admits of a dominated estimate with constant 2. We extend these

results by showing that if/?==2, a convex combination of two commuting

invertible isometries of LV(X, !F, p) admits of a dominated estimate with
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constant p/(p— 1). In the case/> = 2, we show that a convex combination of

an arbitrary number of commuting positive invertible isometries admits

of a dominated estimate with constant 2 by obtaining this estimate for

normal positive contractions. This last result generalizes a result due to

E.M. Stein, who showed in [4, Theorem 2, p. 1896] that positiveselfadjoint

contractions admit of dominated estimates with constant 4.

2. Preliminary theorems. All estimates are obtained by applying the

following results.

Lemma 2.1. IfT„(n=l,2,---) and Tare contractions of LP(X, F, p)

such that T„ converges strongly to T, and such that each T„ admits of a

dominated estimate with constant c, then T admits of a dominated estimate

with constant c.

Theorem 2.2. Let (Xi,¡Fi,p¡), i=\, 2, • • ■ , n, be o-finite measure

spaces and let T¿ be a positive contraction of Lv(Xi, IF {, p¡) into

L»(Xi+x, fi+1, pi+x) for /= 1, 2, • • • , «-1. Let ht E L*(X{, &u pA be a
positive function, /= 1, 2, • • ■ , n, such that (i) T{ht^hi+lt (ii) £*(/f?+i) =

hi1, for i— 1, 2, • • • , n— 1. Then we have

n      l*

2 sup
¿=i **

ff+JUJU   ...  ft + Tt_J(_x + ■■■ + Tt_xT^2■ ■ ■ Txfxdpi

I  v \p " r
- \p~^\) é'J '^'ï dfX<

where f E L»(X{, <Ff, pt).

A slightly more general statement of this theorem and its proof can be

found in [1, Theorem 2.1, p. 612].

Corollary 2.3. Let (X, F, p) be a o-finite measure space and let Tbe

apositive contraction of LV(X, ¿F, p). Suppose there exists a positive function

h e W(X, F, p) such that either (i) Th = h, or (ii) Th^h and T*(h^)^

hv~1. Then T admits of a dominated estimate with constant p/(p—l).

Proof. If h satisfies condition (ii) then the corollary follows from

Theorem 2.2 upon setting (Xt, F¿, p¡) = (X, IF', p), T~ T, hf = h, and/ =

/ for /= 1, 2, • ■ • , n and noting that

J+Tf /+ £/+••• + T"-1/!

ÍTSi- dp

equals the limit of the Cesàro sums. It is shown in [2, Lemma 3.1, p. 267]

that if A is a positive fixed function, i.e. h satisfies condition (i), then

T*(hp-1) = h"-1. Thus if Th=h, then £admits of a dominated estimate with

constant p/(p— 1)-    Q.E.D.
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3. Main results.    We obtain the estimate for normal contractions first.

Theorem 3.1. Let (X, ¿F, p) be a a-finite measure space and let T be a

positive normal contraction of L2(X, ¿F', p). Then T admits of a dominated

estimate with constant 2.

Proof. Suppose first that || F||< 1. Then || F* ||< 1. Let/ be any positive

function in L2 (X,^, p) and let g= 2™=0 T*\f). Then g>0, g e L2iX, &, p),

and T*g^g. Let h=2io Tkg. We have A>0, heL2(X,3F, p), and

Th<:h. Moreover, F*A^A since T*h=2k°=o F*(F*g)^2t°lo Tkg=h. Thus

T admits of a dominated estimate with constant 2 by Corollary 2.3.

Now suppose ||F||<;i. Define F„=(l-2-n)F, «=1,2, 3, • • ■ . Then

each F„ admits of a dominated estimate with constant 2 and consequently

so does F since Tn converges strongly to F.    Q.E.D.

Corollary 3.2. Let T¡, i= 1, 2, • ■ • , be positive invertible isometries

of L2(X, IF, p) which commute, i.e. TfT^TfT^or all i,j. Then ;/a¿^0,

j'= 1, 2, • • • and 2S=i <*,= 1, the convex combination S= 2,°li «¡F, admits of

a dominated estimate with constant 2.

Proof. Since T? = TJ1, each Ti is normal and each Ti commutes with

T*, y'= 1, 2, ■ • • . Consequently Sn=^"=x a.iTi is a positive normal con-

traction which admits of a dominated estimate by Theorem 3.1. Since

S„->-S strongly, 5 also admits of a dominated estimate with constant 2 by

Lemma 2.1.    Q.E.D.

We now consider the case of convex combinations of isometries of

Lv(X, Jr, p), p¥^2.: To avoid technical difficulties we will assume that

(X, &', p) is a Lebesgue space although the results are true in general.

Lemma 3.3. Let (X,^,p) be a Lebesgue space and A, B invertible

isometries of LV(X, ¿F, p), /?#2. Let 0<a<l and /9=1—a. Then given

n>0 andfe LP(X, 3F, p), we have

1 n—\-I
n,=n

sup AifA*f+SA(A*f)t...t

A'f + SA(Af) + • • • + Sn^-1A"-i-\Aif)

s fe)7
n - i

\f\Pdp,

dp

\p-

where S=a.+ßBA-\

Proof. It is a result essentially due to Banach (see [3, Theorem 3.1,

p. 461] for a proof of a generalized version of Banach's theorem) that an

invertible isometry U can be represented in the form Uf(x)=f(Tx) • r(x),
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where r is an invertible measurable point transformation and r is a

measurable function satisfying \r\v=d(rp)/dp. Since BA~X is an invertible

isometry, it can be written in the form BA-l(f(x))=f(rx) ■ r(x). Defining

Uf(x)=f(rx)\r(x)\, we see that U is a positive invertible isometry which

dominates BA x in the sense that for n=l, 2, 3, • • •

U"(\f(x)\) St \(BA^)"f(x)\

for any fe LV(X, IF, p.). Let {Um} be a sequence of positive periodic

isometries which converges strongly to U. A proof that such a sequence

exists can be found in [2, Lemma 4.3, p. 269]. A positive periodic isometry

£of period n (£has period n if £"=/) has a positive fixed function since if

h>0 then /; + £/? + • • • + £"_1/i is a positive fixed function of T. Thus

each Um has a positive fixed function gm and consequently so does each

operator Sm = a. + ßUm since <x+/j=1. Letting £! = 5'm, for i=l, 2, ■ ■ • ,

n— 1 in Theorem 2.2, we have

Si + SmSi-i   ... ft A- Smf¿_x + • • • + Sl~ fx r2   sup/,/ dp

Wíí"'1"^
where / e /_"( Y, J^, p), i= 1, 2, • • • , n. Since this inequality holds for

each Sm, it follows that it holds with D=a+ßU in place of Sm since Sm

converges to D. Since D dominates S, we have

n     /»

2 sui Si + 5/,-r /i + s/;-i + • • • + s1-1/!
i//*

sWIKj"
forfEL"(X,F,p), ,= 1,2, ■■•,«.

We let/^/l"-/, /= 1, 2, • • • , n in the preceding inequality and reverse

the order of summation, getting

-2 [SUP
n e_o J

/»'/,
Aif+SA(Aif)

Aif+SA(Aif) + + Sn-i-xAn^i-\Aif)
dp

fc)>'d'y«. Q.E.D.
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Theorem 3.4. Let iX, 3?', p) be a Lebesgue space and A, B commuting

invertible isometries of LP(X, &', p), p^2. Let 0<<x< 1 andß= 1 —a. Then

aA+ßB admits of a dominated estimate with constant p\(p—I).

Proof.    Defining S=x+ßBA~1 we have by the preceding lemma that

n i=0 J

sup
Ait Af+ SA(Af) /!•/+•■• + S"-'-U"~¿-'(/l'/)|%
Af, ,        , dp

2 n - i |

/     n     \v I*

for any positive integer n and any fe LV(X, •F,p). Since A and B commute

we have

2 supA%
Af+CjAf) Af 4-C(Af) 4-■ ■ ■ 4-Cn~i-\Aif)

n — í
dp

Kp-\
\f\Pdp,

where C=a.A+ßB. Since A is an isometry it can be written in the form

Ag(x)=g(rx)r(x). It thus follows that

sup
Á<t  A'f+CjA'f)    ,. >l'/+C(^/) + -- + C''-i-1M'/) i/,«

t/^tl-t-l/", |ï

= fsup i4*/>dZ±iW)  ...   A'f+A\Cf) + --- + A\C»-^f)
J ' 2 n-i

dp

= Jsu

/•/+c/_    z+cz+'-'-i-C"--1/
2 B-¿

/+c/ ... /+C/+--- + C"-'"1/

2 « — i

dp

dp

for i=0, !,••-, »— 1. Thus for any n, we have

ni=a

sup /.
/_+_C/ / + C/ + • - - + C"-'-^/) i/jt*

s fe)>*d/i    for any/eL^Y, J^, ¡f).
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Since the Cesàro sums do not exceed (p/(p— 1))PJ |/|" dp, it follows that

J+Cf   ,    . /+C/+--- + C1-1/!Jsup//
l n

dp

s fc)7l/l'*' QED
It has been pointed out by M. A. Ackoglu that for contractions, the

existence of a dominated estimate implies the almost everywhere existence

of the Cesàro limit.

Hence we have:

Theorem 3.5. Let (X,!F,p) be a a-finite measure space. Then the

individual ergodic theorem holds for positive normal contractions of

L2(X, ¿F, p) and for convex combinations of 2 invertible commuting iso-

metries ofLv(X, 3?, p), p^2.
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